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Innovative & Critical Thinking Activities based on Surah al 

Waqi’ah: Verses 1 to 26 

1. Write a Profile of Surah al Waqi’ah  

2. Conduct an Interview with Surah al Waqi’ah 

3. Design a Flowchart on the Categories of People on the Day of Judgement 

4. Make a PPT: Excerpts from Tafseer Ibn Kathir  

5. Create a Mind Map on verses 1 to 26  

6. Write a Screenplay on the horrors of the Day of Judgement (you can 

juxtapose the relevant content from Surah al Haaqqah)    

7. Write an Essay on the Delights of Jannah 

8. Write a summary on the Significance of the Right Hand in Islam  

9. What is your take on the Concept of Reward as the motivating factor? 

10. Think critically on Why the People of the Left Hand will be debased 

or downgraded on the Judgement Day 

11. List out 10 deeds that will Elevate People’s rank and status on the 

Day of Judgement and 10 deeds that will downgrade them.  

12. Google and find out the different names that are given to the Day of 

Judgement by Allah and His Messenger. List their names in Arabic along 

with English translation.  

13. Create a Question Bank on Surah al Waqi’ah that can be used as 

Quiz for younger people  

14. Do a comparative study between Surah al Hujuraat and Surah al 

Waqiah and come up with a Venn Diagram focusing on the similarities 

you find in both.  

 

15. Compose a Poem on Surah al Waqi’ah  

16. Create a Word Bank on the Surah’s key vocabularies 

17. Apply critical thinking and come up with a report on the effects of 

Wine in this world and the Wine of Jannah.  

18. Write the Benefits of having a Fruit Salad before a heavy meal (with 

ref. to verses 20 & 21) 
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19. Do a critical thinking on the attitudes of a people who do not 

believe in the coming of the Day of Judgement. 

20.  Suggest creative ideas on making a Muslim’s belief in the Day of 

Judgement stronger and effective.  

21. Create a Mind Map on the mental, physical, emotional and moral 

effects on a person who is given to hearing vain talks (Laghw) and sinful 

speeches.  

22. Compile a list of Hadeeths mentioned in this lesson and mention 3 

related-hadeeths (refer sunnah.com) 

23. Draw a cartoon/sketch/illustration on the Temptations arising from 

Wine and Women 

24. Establish a Real Life Link between verses 10 and 11 with that of 

57:21 and 33133  

25. Design a Comic Strip on the hadeeth: “Avoid wine. It is the mother 

of all evil”.  

26.  Keeping ayah 18 as an inspiration, do a research study on different 

kinds of drinking vessels used by the Muslims from earlier times to the 

present era. 

27. Present scientific evidences to prove how the Day of Judgement is 

an inevitable reality.  

28. Draw a character sketch of Sabiqoon al Awwaloon, in the light of 

the glorious Quran 

29. Contrast  good speech and evil speech 

30. Create a Mind Map on the 4 types of Rivers in Jannah (Refer the 

related verse of Surah Muhammad) 

31. You are what you repeatedly do. Justify this statement with a 

positive trait of character you notice in these verses. Support your 

arguments with a sahih hadeeth.    
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